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Abstract

Feedback utterances are among the most fre-
quent in dialogue. Feedback is also a crucial 
aspect of all linguistic theories that take social 
interaction involving language into account. 
However, determining communicative func- 
tions is a notoriously difflcult task both for 
human Interpreters and Systems. It involves 
an interpretative process that integrates vari- 
ous sources of Information. Existing work on 
communicative function Classification comes 
from either dialogue act tagging where it is 
generally coarse grained conceming the feed- 
back phenomena or it is token-based and does 
not address the variety of forms that feed- 
back utterances can take. This paper intro- 
duces an annotation framework, the dataset 
and the related annotation campaign (involv-
ing 7 raters to annotate nearly 6000 utter-
ances). We present its evaluation not merely 
in terms of inter-rater agreement but also in 
terms of usability of the resulting reference 
dataset both from a linguistic research per-
spective and from a more applicative view- 
point.

1 Introduction

Positive feedback tokens (yeah, yes, mhm ...) are 
the most frequent tokens in spontaneous speech. 
They play a crucial role in managing the common 
ground of a conversation. Several studies have at- 
tempted to provide a detailed quantitative analy- 
sis of these tokens in particular by looking at the 
form-function relationship (Allwood et al., 2007; 
Petukhova and Bunt, 2009; Gravano et al., 2012;

Neiberg et al., 2013). About form, they looked at 
lexical choice, phonology and prosody. About com-
municative function, they considered in particular 
grounding, attitudes, turn-taking and dialogue struc- 
ture management.

Despite the previous attempts to quantify that 
form-function relationship of feedback, we think 
that more work needs to be done on the conversa- 
tional pari of it. For example, Gravano et al. (2012) 
used automatic Classification of positive cm  words, 
however the underlying corpus consists of games, 
that are far off being “conversational” and there- 
fore do not permit to draw any conclusions on how 
feedback is performed in conversational talk or talk- 
in-interaction. What concerns the selection of the 
feedback units, i.e. utterances, more work that clar- 
ifies what consists of feedback is also needed, as an 
approach that purely extracts specific lexical forms 
(“okay”, “yeah”, etc.) is not sufficient in order to 
account for feedback in general. Also, the question 
of what features to extract (acoustic, prosodic, con- 
textual, etc.) is far from being answered. The aim 
of this paper is to shed some more light on these 
issues by taking data from real conversations, anno- 
tating communicative functions, extracting various 
features and using them in experiments to classify 
the communicative functions.

The study reported in this paper takes place in 
a project (Prevot and Bertrand, 2012) that aims to 
use, among other methodologies, quantitative clues 
to decipher the form-function relationship within 
feedback utterances. More precisely, we are inter- 
ested in the creation of (large) datasets composed of 
feedback utterances annotated with communicative
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functions. From  these datasets, we conduce quanti-
tative (statistical) linguistics tests as well as machine 
learning Classification experiments.

After presenting feedback phenomena and re- 
viewing the relevant literature (Section 2), we in- 
troduce our dataset (Section 3), annotation frame- 
work and annotation campaign (Section 4). After 
discussing the evaluation of the campaign (Section 
5), we turn to the feature extraction (Section 6) and 
our first Classification experiments (Section 7).

2 Feedback utterances

Definition and illustration Concerning the def- 
inition of the term feedback utterance, we follow 
Bunt (1994, p.27): “Feedback is the phenomenon 
that a dialogue participant provides information 
about his processing o f the partner’s previous ut-
terances. This includes information about percep- 
tual processing (hearing, reading), about interpre- 
tation (direct or indirect), about evaluation (agree- 
ment, disbelief surprise,...) and about dispatch (ful- 
fillment o f a request, carrying out a command,

As a working definition of our dass feedback, 
we could have followed Gravano et al. (2012), who 
selected their tokens according to the individual 
word transcriptions. Alternatively, Neiberg et al. 
(2013) performed an acoustic automatic detection 
of potential feedback turns, followed by a man- 
ual check and selection. But given our objective, 
we preferred to use perhaps more complex units 
that are closer to feedback utterances. We con- 
sider that feedback functions are expressed over- 
whelmingly through short utterances or fragments 
(Ginzburg, 2012) or in the beginning of potentially 
longer contributions. We therefore automatically ex- 
tracted candidate feedback utterances of these two 
kinds. Utterances are however already sophisticated 
objects that would require a specific Segmentation 
campaign. We rely on a rougher unit: the Inter- 
Pausal Unit (IPU). IPUs are Stretches of talk situated 
between silent pauses of a given duration, here 200 
milliseconds. An example of an isolated feedback 
IPU is illustrated in Figure la. In addition to isolated 
items, we added sequences of feedback-related lex- 
ical items situated at the very beginning of an IPU 
(see section 3 for more details and Figure lb for an 
example).

Related work The study o f feedback is generally 
associated with the study o f back-channels (Yngve, 
1970), the utterances that are not produced on the 
main communication channel in a way not to inter- 
fere with the flow of the main Speaker. In the seminal 
work by Schegloff (1982), back-channels have been 
divided into continuers and assessments. W hile con- 
tinuers are employed to make a prior Speaker con- 
tinue with an ongoing activity (e.g. the telling of 
a story), assessments are employed to evaluate the 
prior speaker’s utterance.

A formal model for feedback items was proposed 
by Allwood et al. (1992). It includes four dimen- 
sions for analysing feedback: (i) Type of reaction to 
preceding communicative act; (ii) Communicative 
Status; (iii) Context sensitivity to preceding com-
municative act; (iv) Evocative function. The first 
dimension roughly corresponds to the functions on 
the grounding scale as introduced by Clark (1996): 
(contact/perception/ understanding /  attitudinal re-
action). The second dimension corresponds to the 
way the feedback is provided (indicated /  displayed 
/  signalled). The third dimension, Context sensitiv-
ity, is divided into three aspects of the previous utter-
ance: mood (statement /  question/ request /  offer), 
polarity and information Status of the preceding ut-
terance in relation to the person who gives feedback. 
The fourth dimension, Evocative function, is much 
less developed but relates to what the feedback re- 
quires / evokes in the next Step of the conversation.

Grounded in this previous work but more con- 
cerned with annotation constraints, especially in the 
context of multi-modal annotations, Allwood et al. 
(2007) use a much simpler framework that is asso-
ciated with the annotation of turn management and 
discourse sequencing. The feedback analysis is split 
into three dimensions: (i) basic (contact, perception, 
understanding)', (ii) acceptance; (iii) emotion / atti- 
tudes that do not receive an exhaustive list of values 
but include happy, surprised, disgusted, certain, etc.

Müller and Prevot (2003; Müller and Prevot 
(2009) have focused on more contextual aspects of 
feedback: function of the feedback target and feed-
back scope.The work relies on a full annotation 
of communicative functions for an entire corpus. 
The annotations of feedback-related functions and 
of feedback scope are reported to be reliable. Flow- 
ever, the dataset analysed is small, and the guide-
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(a) “yeah that’s it (b) “yeah at least then you you had a good excuse then
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Figure 1: Approximation of feedback items. Isolated feedback (left); Initial feedback item sequence (right).

lines are genre-specific (route instruction dialogues) 
while we intend here a generalisable approach.

More recent frameworks include work by Gra- 
vano et al. (2012) who propose a flat typology 
of affirmative cue word functions. This typology 
mixes grounding functions with discourse sequenc- 
ing and other unrelated functions. It includes for ex- 
ample Agreement, Backchannel, discourse segment 
Cue-Beginning and Cue-Ending but also a function 
called Literal modifier. The reason for such a broad 
annotation is that every instance of an affirmative 
cue word is extracted following a completely form- 
driven simple rule. Such an approach allows to cre- 
ate high-performance classifiers for specific token 
types but hardly relates to what is known about feed-
back utterances in general. Their dataset is there- 
fore much more homogeneous than ours in terms of 
lexical forms but more diverse in terms of position 
since we did not extract feedback related tokens oc- 
curring for example in a medial or final position of 
an IPU. A token-based approach forbids to give jus- 
tice to complex feedback items such as reduplicated 
positive cue words, and obvious combinations such 
as ah ouais (=oh yeah), ok d ’accord (=okeydoke). 
Their strategy is simply to annotate the first token 
and ignore the other. Our strategy is to capture po-
tential compositional or constructional phenomena 
within feedback utterances. Moreover, even within 
a word-based approach, it is debatable to use space 
from a transcription to delineate the units of analy- 
sis. Some of these sequences could already be lex- 
icalized within the actual spoken System. A final 
point concerns reduplicated words. It is often dif-

ficult to determine whether an item is mh, mh mh or 
mh + mh. While treating IPUs does not completely 
resolve this issue, it is more precise than only anno- 
tating the first token.

The form-driven approach by Neiberg et al. 
(2013) also combines automatic data selection with 
lexical and acoustic cues. As for the function anno-
tation, they identify five scalar attributes related to 
feedback: non-understanding -  underStanding, dis- 
agreement -  agreement, uninterested -  interested, 
expectation -  surprise, uncertainty -  certainty. This 
scalar approach is appealing because many of these 
values seem to have indeed a scalar nature. We adopt 
this two tier approach to characterize communica- 
tive functions. We first identify a BASE function 
and when this function is taken to hold some deeper 
evaluative content such as agreement or the expres- 
sion of some attitude, a second level E v a l u a t i o n  
is informed. Moreover, our approach considers that 
a crucial aspect of feedback utterances is their con- 
textual adequacy and dependence. To test this hy- 
pothesis, we included an annotation for the previous 
utterance in our annotation framework (more detail 
in section 4).

3 Dataset

All data used in this study come from corpora in- 
cluding conversational interactions (CID) and task 
oriented dialogues (Aix-MapTask). Both corpora in-
clude native French speaking participants.

CID Conversation Interaction Data (CID) are au-
dio and video recordings of participants having a
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conversational interaction with the mere instruction 
of talking about stränge things to kick-off the con- 
versation (Bertrand et al., 2008; Blache et al., 2010). 
The corpus contains 8 hours of audio recordings1.

Aix-MapTask Remote The Aix-MapTask (Bard 
et al., 2013; Gorisch et al., 2014) is a reproduction of 
the original HCRC MapTask protocol (Anderson et 
al., 1991) in the French language. It involves 4 pairs 
of participants with 8 maps per pair and turning roles 
of giver and follower. The remote condition (MTR) 
contains audio recordings that sum up to 2h30 with 
an average of 6 min. 52 sec. per map2.

Data extraction Our objective is to obtain a 
dataset that covers as completely as possible feed- 
back utterances. We exploited our rather precise 
transcriptions (aligned with the Signal at the phone 
level with the tool SPPAS (Bigi, 2012)) that include 
laughter, truncated words, hlled pauses and other 
speech events. We started from the Observation that 
the majority of feedback utterances are IPUs com- 
posed of only a few tokens. We first identified the 
small set of most frequent lexical items composing 
feedback utterances by building the lexical tokens 
distribution for IPUs made of three tokens or less. 
The 10 most frequent lexical forms are : ouais/yeah 
(2781), mh (2321), d ’accord /  agree-right (1082), 
laughter (920), oui /  yes (888), euh /  uh (669), ok 
(632), ah (433), vo ll/ that’s it-right (360). The next 
ones are et/ and (360), non/no (319), tu/you (287), 
alors /  then (151), bon /  well (150) and then follow 
a series of other pronouns and determiners with fre- 
quency dropping quickly. We excluded tu, et and 
alors as we considered their presence in these short 
isolated IPUs were not related to feedback. We then 
selected all isolated utterances in which the remain- 
ing items were represented and treated now each 
IPU as an instance of our dataset. As mentioned in 
the introduction, we also extracted feedback related 
token sequences situated at the beginning of IPUs. 
This yielded us a total of more than 7000 candidate 
feedback utterances.

In terms of coverage, given our heuristics for se- 
lecting feedback utterances, we miss most of the

'The CID corpus is available online for research: h t t p : 
//www.sldr.org/sldr000027/en/.

2The description of MTR is available online: h t t p : /  /  
www.sldr.org/sldr0 0 0 732.

short utterances that are uniquely made of repeti- 
tions or reformulations (not including feedback re-
lated tokens). Our recall of feedback utterances is 
therefore not perfect. However, our final goal is 
to combine lexical items with prosodic and acous- 
tic features. Therefore, our heuristics focus on these 
tokens. About lexical items, our coverage is excel- 
lent. Although there are some extra items that are 
not in our list, such as (vachement (a slang version 
of ‘a lot’) or putain (a swear word that is used as a 
discourse marker in rather colloquial French), these 
items remain relatively rare and moreover, they tend 
to co-occur with the items of our list. Therefore, 
most of their instances are part of our dataset in the 
complex category.The plus sign in o u a is -and mh+ 
Stands for sequences of 2 or more ouais or mh. The 
token complex corresponds to all other short utter-
ances extracted that did not correspond to any item 
from the list, e.g. ah ouais d ’accord, ah ben @ 
ouais,...). For more details on the dataset, see Prevot 
et al. (2015).

4 Annotation of communicative functions

We ended up with 54733 cross-annotated candi-
date utterances from CID and MTR corpora. Al-
though the initial annotation Schema was fairly elab- 
orate, not all the dimensions annotated yielded sat- 
isfactory inter-annotator agreement4. In this pa- 
per we focus on two articulated dimensions: the 
b a s e , which is the base function of the feedback ut- 
terance (contact, acknowledgment, evaluation-base, 
answer, elicit, other), and Ev a l u a t i o n , which was 
informed when the evaluation-base value was se-
lected as the b a s e  function (evaluations could be: 
approval, unexpected, amused, confirmation). The 
details for these two dimensions are provided in Ta- 
ble 1. We also asked annotators to rate what the 
function of the previous utterance of the interlocutor 
was (assertion, question, feedback, try, request, in- 
complete, uninterpretable). Although circular, this 
last annotation was gathered to teil us how useful 
this kind of contextual information was for our task.

3The difference from the original data points comes from 
missing annotation values and technical problems on some flies.

4Dimensions related to feedback scope and the structure of 
the interaction were not consistently annotated by our naive an-
notators and will not be discussed here further.
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To conduct the annotation campaign, seven un- 
dergraduate and master students were recruited. The 
campaign was realized on a duration of 2 months for 
most annotators. Annotating one feedback instance 
took on average 1 minute. We made sure that every 
instance received 3 concurrent annotations in order 
to be able to set-up a voting procedure for building 
the ßnal dataset.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Inter-rater agreement

Concerning b a s e  value annotations, the average k  
value for the best pair of raters for all the sub- 
datasets with enough instances to compute this value 
was around 0.6 for both corpora: MTR (min: 0.45; 
max: 0.96) and CID (min: 0.4; max: 0.85). Multi- 
k  yielded low values suggesting some raters were 
not following correctly the instructions (which was 
conhrmed by closer data inspection). However, we 
should highlight that the task was not easy. There 
is a lot of ambiguity in these utterances and lexi- 
cal items are only part of the story. For example, 
the most frequent token ouais could in principle be 
used to reach any of the communicative functions 
targeted. Even after close inspection by the team of 
experts, some cases are extremely hard to catego- 
rize. It is not even sure that the dialogue participants 
fully determined their meaning as several functions 
could be accommodated in a specific context.

While best pair’s k  seems to be a very favorable 
evaluation measure, most of our samples received 
only 3 concurrent annotations. Moreover, aside a 
couple of exceptions, always the same two raters 
are excluded. As a result, what we call “best-pair 
kappa” is actually simply the removal of the an-
notation of the worse two raters from the dataset, 
which is a relatively Standard practice. There could 
be a reason for these raters to behave differently 
from others. Because of timing issues, one anno- 
tator could not follow the training sessions with the 
others and had to catch up later. The other annota- 
tor did the training with the others but had to wait 
almost 2 months before performing the annotation.

Concerning EVALUATION values annotations, it is 
more complex to compute reliably an agreement to 
the sporadic nature of the annotation (evaluation val-
ues are only provided if the rater used this category

in the BASE function). Since the set of raters that an- 
notate a given sample varies, in most cases of MTR 
the number of instances annotated by a given set of 
raters is too small to compute reliably agreement. 
On the CID corpus, which has much larger samples, 
K-measures of e v a l u a t io n  can be computed but 
exhibit huge variations with a low average of 0.3. 
This is indeed a difficult task since raters have to 
agree first on the b a s e  value and then on the value of 
the e v a l u a t io n  category. But, as we will see later, 
our voting procedure over cross-annotated datasets 
still yielded an interesting annotated dataset.

5.2 Quality of the reference dataset

In order to better understand the choice we have 
about data use and selection, we evaluated sev-
eral datasets built according to different confidence 
thresholds.

For the b a s e  level, we started with the whole 
dataset and then built sub-datasets made of the same 
data but restricted to a certain threshold based on the 
number of raters that employ this category (thresh-
old values: 1). More precisely, we com-
puted a confidence score for each annotated in-
stance. We then use these different datasets to per-
form two related tasks: classifying the functions of 
the whole dataset (using a None category for in-
stances that did not reach the threshold) and clas-
sifying the functions within a dataset restricted to 
the instances that received an annotated category of 
a given threshold. In the case of the Classification 
of e v a l ,  we first restricted the instances to the ones 
that received the e v a l u a t i o n  value as value for 
the b a s e  category.

These datasets are ranging from noisy datasets 
(low threshold, full coverage) to cleaner ones but 
without full coverage. They correspond to two main 
objectives of an empirical study: (i) more linguistic / 
foundational studies would probably prefer to avoid 
some of the noise in order to establish more precise 
models to match their linguistic hypotheses, (ii) nat-
ural language engineering has no other choice than 
to work with the full dataset.

Composition of the dataset As for the b a s e  cat-
egory distributions, the CID dataset is made of bit 
more than 40% of ack and eval, almost 15% of 
others and only 2% of answer (~2%). The MTR
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Table 1: Annotated categories of communicative functions and their paraphrases.

B a s e  F u n c t i o n Paraphrase
contact I am still here listening.
acknowledgment I have heard / recorded what you said but nothing more.
evaluation-base I express something more than mere acknowledgement (approval,

expression of an attitude,...).
answer I answer to your question / request.
elicit Please, provide some feedback.
other This item is not related to feedback.

E v a l u a t i o n
approval I approve vs. disapprove / agree vs. disagree with what you said.
expectation I expected vs. did not expect what you said.
amusement I am amused vs. annoyed by what you said.
confirmation /  doubt I confirm what you said vs. I still doubt about what you said.

dataset, has a similar amount of ack, about 20% of 
eval and answer, 10% of others and 5% of the elicit 
category (that was basically absent from CID).

As for the EVALUATION category, CID is mostly 
made of approbation (46%) and amused (38%), then 
confirmation (8%) and unexpected (6%) while MTR 
has over 60% confirmation, only 13% amused feed- 
back and 17% approbation.

6 Feature extraction

For our experiments, we focused on speech data and 
our dimensions include properties of items them- 
selves: lexical content (L e x ), acoustics (Aco); and 
properties of their context: apparition, timing and 
Position (Pos). We also use three more dimen-
sions: contextual information extracted automati- 
cally (CTX-AUT), supplied manually by our anno- 
tators (M a n )5 and meta-data (M e t a ). Some details 
about these features are provided here:
LEX transcription string + presence vs. absence of 

frequent lexical markers (16 features before bi- 
narization)

ACO pitch (min/max/stdev/height/span/steepness/ 
slope/NaN-ratio6), intensity (quartiles Q l, Q2, 
Q3), avg aperiodicity, formants (Fl, F2, F3) 
and duration (16 features)

Pos speech environment in terms of speech/pause 
duration before/after the item for both the

5This corresponds to the annotation of the previous utterance 
of the interlocutor within this list of labels: assert, question, 
feedback, try (confirmation request), unintelligible, incomplete.

6The ratio of unvoiced parts (NaN = Not a Number) and
voiced parts of the F0 contour.

Speaker and the interlocutor; including overlap 
information (10 features)

CTX-AUT first/last tokens and bigrams o f previous 
utterance and interlocutor previous utterance 
(18 features before binarization)

MAN function o f the interlocutor’s previous utter-
ance, a circular information providing a kind of 
topline (1 feature)

M e t a  Corpus, Speaker, Session, Role (4 features)

For the classißcation experiments, all textual and 
nominal features have been binarized. All numeric 
features have been attributed min max threshold val- 
ues and then normalized within these thresholds.

7 Classification experiments

7.1 Classification of the Base function

Our first task was to classify the BASE function. 
The dataset we used most intensively was the one 
in which we retain only the base functions proposed 
by at least § o f the annotators7. This is computation- 
ally difficult because none o f the levels involved is 
enough to perform this task. As we will see, only a 
combination o f dimensions allows us to reach inter- 
esting Classification scores.

We first compared the im pact o f the classifier 
choice on the dataset. We set-up a baseline con- 
sisting of the majority d ass  for each frequent lexi-
cal item. For example, all single ‘mh ’ are classified 
as ack because the majority o f them are annotated

7The majority of the instances have been cross-annotated by 
three annotators.
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with this function. Then, we took our full set of fea- 
tures (Le x +Ac o +Ct x -AUT) and ran many Classi-
fication experiments with various estimators (Naive 
Bayes, Decision Tree, SVM and Ensemble classi- 
fiers - Ada Boost and Random Forest) that are part 
of the SCI-KIT LEARN Python library (Pedregosa et 
al., 2011) and several parameter sets. The Random 
Forest method performed best. One explanation for 
this can be that Tree-based classifiers have no Prob-
lem handling different categories of feature sets and 
are not confused by useless features. A nice conse- 
quence is that it becomes easy to trace which fea-
tures contribute the most to the Classification. This 
point is indeed crucial for us who intend to clarify 
the combination of the different linguistic domains 
involved. For this reason, and because all the exper-
iments (varying various parameters) always ended 
up with an advantage for Random Forest, we used 
this classifier (with 50 estimators and minimum size 
of leaves of 10 instances) for the rest of the study in 
this paper.

We also checked the learning curve with this clas-
sifier and we have seen that it brings already inter- 
esting results with only one third of the dataset.

Our second task was to vary the sets o f features 
used. We wanted however to refine this experi- 
ment by looking separately at each corpus. In fig- 
ures 2a and 2b, the feature sets tested are the b a s e -
l in e  described above, only FEXical, A coustic  or 
Positional featues, the combination o f the three 
(l pa ), a l l  automatically extracted features and a l l  
+ MANually annotated previous utterance function. 
All experiments have been conducted with 10-fold 
cross-validation providing us the Standard deviations 
allowing significance comparison as can be seen 
with the error bars in the figures (typically these de-
viations ränge between 1% to 2% for b a s e  and from 
3% to 4% with some deviations going up to 10% for 
EVALUATION).

The results illustrated in Figure 2a, once we know 
what our features are good at, can be largely ex- 
plained by the distribution of the categories across 
the corpora. There are therefore not many answer 
instances (~2%) in this corpus, a category that is 
not well caught by our features yet. But FEX, POS 
and Aco are good to separate precisely ack, eval and 
other. The MTR dataset has much more answers,

which explains the jump in f-measure if we add the 
manual annotation of the interlocutor’s previous ut-
terance (MAN). We simply did not manage to catch 
this contextual information with our features yet and 
this has a much stronger impact on MTR than on 
CID.

7.2 Classification of the evaluation function

We ran the same experiments for the e v a l u a t io n  
category as presented in Figure 2b. The features 
used by the classifier are different. Within evalua-
tion cases, Pos becomes less informative while F e x  
and Aco retain their predictive power. Corpora dif- 
ferences explain the results. CID has much more 
a m u s e d  feedback that are well caught by lexical 
features. MTR has more confirmations that can be 
signalled by a specific lexical item (voilä) but that is 
also strongly dependent on which participant is con- 
sidered to be competent about the current question 
under discussion.

7.3 Individual features contribution

A close inspection of some of the trees composing 
the Random Forest allows us to understand some of 
the rules used by the classifier across linguistic do-
mains. Here are some of the most intuitive yet inter- 
esting rules:

• if acoustic values pitch span and Fl in- 
crease, attitudinal (e v a l ) values are more 
likely than mere acknowledgment (ack) 
and this on various situations.

• aperiodicity seems to have been used to 
catch amused values that would not be associ- 
ated with a laughter in the transcription.

• the presence of mh and laughter in the tran-
scription is a very good predictor of ack (in the 
BASE task) and amused (in the EVAL task).

• with an increase of opb (silence duration ofthe 
interlocutor channel before the classified utter-
ance), other than feedback is more likely.

7.4 Impact of the dataset’s quality

We checked what happens when one varies the 
threshold used for proposing a label on the instances 
and the different results if one uses the whole dataset 
or only the instances that received a label at a given 
confidence score (lower score means more labelled
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(a) Ba s e  (b) Ev a l u a t i o n

Figure 2: Classification results: f-measure (y-axis) per feature set (x-axis).

data but more noise, higher score means less noise 
but also less labelled data).

Unsurprisingly, the accuracy on the filtered 
dataset increases with the employed threshold. We 
note however that on the eval category that has a 
high score even with a low threshold, the accuracy 
gain is not fantastic.

About the non-filtered dataset, in the case of 
eval and at threshold > | ,  the classifier is focus- 
ing on the None category to reach a high score (since 
this category becomes dominant). As for base, we 
note that the changes in threshold have a complex 
effect on the accuracy. Accuracy is stable for the |  
to \  shift (reliability on instances is better and cov- 
erage still very high), then decrease (with significant 
decrease of coverage). The shift from |  to 1 shows 
a slight increase in accuracy (due to a better recog- 
nition of the None category).

8 Conclusions

In this paper, the focus was on communicative func- 
tions, as they are performed by conversational par- 
ticipants. For everybody who is not directly engaged 
in the conversation, it is difficult to distinctly cate- 
gorise such behaviour. In fact, our Classification re-
sults are getting close to the error rate of the naive 
raters themselves. On the one hand, we note that 
some basic important distinctions (in particular the 
ack vs. eval divide that can be related to Bavelas 
et al. (2000) generic vs. specific listener responses) 
can be fairly efficiently caught by automatic means. 
This is done thanks to the importance of lexical, po- 
sitional and acoustic features in determining these

differences. On the other hand, our System has to 
improve as soon as contextual information becomes 
more important like for identifying answer or con- 
firmation.

This methodology is almost completely data- 
driven and can be therefore applied easily to other 
languages, given that the corresponding annotation 
campaign is realized. More precisely, the creation 
of our feature sets and extractions can be fully au- 
tomated. The main processing Step is the forced- 
alignment. Most of the lexical features can be de- 
rived by extracting token frequency from short IPUs 
(here 3 tokens or less). The real bottleneck is the an-
notation of communicative functions. But now that 
the general patterns are known, it becomes possible 
to design more efficient campaigns.
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